Research Associate
Market Access & Pricing
LatticePoint is seeking a new research associate to work as part of a team based in Geneva, Switzerland.
About LatticePoint
LatticePoint is a boutique consulting firm that focuses on pricing and market access for innovative medicines
and medical devices. We support our clients to plan for the political, scientific, and financial realities that will
be relevant for negotiating access of their pharmaceutical product to countries with regulated
reimbursement systems. We work with biopharma companies and investors to help define, negotiate, and
defend the value of their products in key markets around the world.
Working at LatticePoint allows research associates to gain broad exposure to the biopharmaceutical
industry, healthcare services and reimbursement authorities.
Job description
Are you a talented life scientist or bioengineer passionate about bringing new medicines to patients? Did
you recently finish your PhD? Do you like working in a dynamic, team-oriented environment?
Then join LatticePoint Consulting for a unique challenge as the next step in your career.
Responsibilities
Research Associates are responsible both for contributing to project execution and independently managing
smaller assignments that fit into an overarching project. Research Associates work closely together with
consultants or other project staff to develop high-quality content for client-ready deliverables. Research
Associates conduct secondary research, collect, and synthesize data (clinical, scientific, financial), and
participate in primary research interviews with payers and clinical experts.
Working on a variety of projects in a relatively short period of time, Research Associates are rapidly exposed
to a variety of facets of market access and pricing and develop the skills necessary for transition into levels
of increased responsibility.
Qualifications and skills
• Recent PhD in biology, biochemistry, or another life science subject.
• A strong interest in healthcare
• Effective communication skills: actively listening and presenting opinions, ideas, and results in a
structured and clear way, adjusting style and content to the audience
• Pro-active attitude: taking initiative and making things happen
• Excellent analytical and problem-solving skills: being able to see the whole picture, anticipate
obstacles and consider alternative approaches; ability to recognize essential information and
separating it from peripheral information
• Achieving results: ability to prioritize and focus time effectively to meet project goals, seeing
projects through to their conclusion
• A valid working permit or Swiss/EU-citizenship

To apply please send your CV and cover letter to recruitment@latticepointconsulting.com
LatticePoint is not accepting unsolicited assistance from third party search firms or recruiters for this
employment opportunity.

